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1. Introduction 
The various notions of rings of quotients have played a major role in the develop- 
ment of ring theory and have motivated a number of corresponding concepts of 
semigroups of quotients. We are concerned in this paper with a semigroup analogue 
of the classical ring of quotients, first proposed by Fountain and Petrich in [5]. 
We recall that a ring Q is a classical ring of left quotients of its subring R if Q 
has an identity, every non-zero divisor in R has an inverse in Q and every non-zero 
element of Q may be written as a-‘b for some elements a, b of R where a is a non- 
zero divisor of R. As no mention is made of addition, one may replace ‘non-zero 
divisor’ by ‘cancellable element’ and apply this definition to semigroups. This idea 
has been investigated by several authors (see for example [S]). However, for our pur- 
poses it has the drawback that the quotient semigroup must be a monoid. Only in 
the very special case of a group with a zero adjoined, is a completely O-simple semi- 
group a monoid. Hence we adopt a different approach. 
The relations g*, W* and ;Ye* play an important part in what follows. We remind 
the reader that on a semigroup S the relation g* is defined by the rule that aS?*6 
if and only if the elements a, b of S are related by Green’s relation 9 in some over- 
semigroup of S; the relation 9?* is defined dually. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
9* is a right congruence and S* is a left congruence. The equivalence relation 
9*fl B* is denoted by 3”. Further, we say that an element a of S is square- 
cancelfable if c.z&?*c~~. The justification for this terminology lies in the fact that a 
is square-cancellable if and only if 
,Ya2 =_Ya2 * xa=ya and a2x=a2y=,ax=ay 
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for all elements x,y of S’. Note that being square-cancellable is a necessary condi- 
tion for an element to be in a subgroup of an oversemigroup. 
If an element r of a ring R is in the group of units of some overring of R, then 
r must be a non-zero divisor of R. If R has a ring of left quotients Q, then any non- 
zero divisor must be in the group of units of Q. This idea is paralleled in the defini- 
tion below of a semigroup of left quotients. 
For the purposes of this paper we make the notational convention that if a is an 
element of some given semigroup, then by writing 0-l we implicitly assume that a 
is in a group ,X-class of an oversemigroup and a-’ is the inverse of a in this 
subgroup. 
Let S be a subsemigroup of Q. Then Q is a semigroup of left (right) quotients 
of S, or S is a left (right) order in Q if 
(i) every element of Q can be written as a-’ b (ba-I) where a, b are elements of 
S and a is square-cancellable in S, 
(ii) every square-cancellable element a of S is in a subgroup of Q. 
Condition (ii) may be stated more succinctly as 
a&?*a2 in S * a.Yfa* in Q. 
If Q is a completely O-simple semigroup, then 
a2 # 0 * a.%a2 in Q, 
so that in this case condition (ii) becomes redundant. 
If Q is both a semigroup of left quotients of S and a semigroup of right quotients 
of S, then one says simply that Q is a semigroup of quotients of S and S is an order 
in Q. 
Much time and effort has been devoted by ring theorists to the problems of 
characterising rings having a ring of left quotients of a particular type. The most 
notable examples of results of this nature are Goldie’s theorems describing those 
rings which have a simple (semisimple) Artinian ring of left quotients. 
The semigroups corresponding to the simple Artinian rings are the completely 
O-simple semigroups and so it is a natural question to ask for a characterisation of 
left orders in completely O-simple semigroups. But if one wishes to classify the 
left orders in a given class of semigroups, then one requires the semigroups of left 
quotients from that class to be unique up to isomorphism. Unfortunately, as shown 
in [5], this is not true of completely O-simple semigroups. However it turns out that 
completely O-simple semigroups of quotients are unique up to isomorphism. A 
characterisation of orders in completely O-simple semigroups is given by Fountain 
and Petrich in [5]. 
In this paper we investigate as left quotient semigroups a subclass of the com- 
pletely O-simple semigroups, namely, those that are absolutely flat. These constitute 
a wide class of completely O-simple semigroups, including Brandt semigroups and 
also all minimum semigroup ideals of simple Artinian rings. Absolutely flat semi- 
groups have been investigated by, among others, Bulman-Fleming and McDowell. 
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In [I, Theorem 5.21 they provide an internal characterisation of absolutely flat 
primitive regular semigroups in terms of annihilator ideals. For our purposes, the 
point of considering these semigroups is that we can apply a general uniqueness 
result given in Section 3 to prove the uniqueness of absolutely flat completely 
O-simple semigroups of left (right) quotients. 
In Theorem 4.1 we give a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a semi- 
group S to be a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup. The 
necessity of these conditions is shown quite easily; to prove their sufficiency we con- 
struct a semigroup of left quotients of S, of the required form, from equivalence 
classes of a certain proper subset of S x S. 
For a number of reasons the conditions given in Theorem 4.1, although useful 
for the construction, are not perhaps the most elegant possible. We try to rectify 
this in Section 5 where we use Theorem 4.1 to find several alternative characterisa- 
tions of left orders in absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups. These charac- 
terisations may be compared with Goldie’s description of rings having a simple 
Artinian ring of left quotients. 
Brandt semigroups of left quotients are examined in [4], where a characterisation 
is given of left orders within Brandt semigroups. It is shown in [l] that any inverse 
semigroup is absolutely flat, hence Brandt semigroups, being the inverse completely 
O-simple semigroups, are absolutely flat. In Section 6 we specialise Theorems 4.1 
and 5.1 to give a number of classifications of left orders in Brandt semigroups, 
including the one obtained in [4]. 
The reader is reminded that a semigroup is abundant if each 99**-class and each 
9*-class of S contains an idempotent. As pointed out above, the relations LX!*, %?* 
and ti* play a central role in this paper. We show in Section 2 that if S is a left 
order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup Q, then for any a, b ES, 
a%*binS w a.!Xbin Q, ag*b in S e a9?b in Q. 
In view of this we investigate in Section 7 those abundant semigroups that are left 
orders in absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups. We characterise such semi- 
groups in a number of ways, drawing heavily on the details of the structure of primi- 
tive abundant semigroups given in [2]. 
2. Preliminaries 
We start with a useful alternative characterisation of the relations L!?* and 99’” on 
a semigroup S. 
Lemma 2.1 (Fountain [2]). Let S be a semigroup and let a, b E S. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ag*b; 
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ax = ay @ bx= by. 0 
A dual result holds for B*. 
On any semigroup S with 0 the right and left annihilator ideals of an element a 
of S are defined by 
arm,(a) = {s E S: as = O}, arm,(a) = {SE S: sa = O}. 
It is clear that arm,(a) is a right ideal and arm,(a) is a left ideal. We use these ideals 
to define equivalence relations anna and annr on S as follows: 
For any elements a,b of S, 
a annR b e arm,(a) = arm,(b), 
a annL b e arm,(a) = arm,(b). 
It is easy to see that anna is a right congruence and annL is a left congruence. 
Further we have 
Lemma 2.2. For any semigroup S with 0, 
These inclusions may be strict. For an example of a semigroup in which .%?'c95?* 
we refer the reader to [9]. An example of a semigroup for which B*C annL is pro- 
vided by a Rees matrix semigroup over a group in which the sandwich matrix has 
two identical columns. 
For convenience we now list a number of concepts that we require for this paper. 
Let S be a semigroup with 0. Then 0 is a prime ideal of S if whenever aSb = 0 
for elements a, b of S, then a= 0 or b = 0. 
The relations A,Q are defined on S by 
aAb ej a=borSanSb#O, 
a@b w a=boraSnbS#O 
for any elements a, b of S. Note that if 0 is a prime ideal of S, then 
aAb M a=b=OorSanSbfO, 
aeb e a=b=OoraSnbSfO. 
The semigroup S is categorical at 0 if for any elements a, 6, c of S, abc = 0 implies 
ab=O or bc=O. 
A subsemigroup T of S is left (right) 0-cancellative if, for any elements a, 6, c of 
T, ab = ac # 0 (ba = ca # 0) implies that b = c. If T is both left and right O-cancella- 
tive, then T is said to be 0-cancellative. 
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A left (right) ideal U of S is uniform if, for any non-zero left (right) ideals Z, J 
of S contained in U, Zfl .Z#O. 
A subset T of S is right reversible if for any a, b in T there exist elements s, t in 
T such that sa = tb. 
Finally, we shall denote the set of non-zero elements of S by S*. 
A semigroup S is absolutely flat if all its left S’-systems and all its right S’-sys- 
terns are flat. For the details, see [l]. Note that the concept of flatness used in [l] 
is weaker than that employed in some other contexts. It is essentially the next result 
that leads to the uniqueness of absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups of left 
(right) quotients. 
Theorem 2.3 (Bulman-Fleming and McDowell [l]). A completely O-simple semi- 
group S is absolutely flat if and only if L%? =annr and L? = anna. 0 
It is well known that every completely O-simple semigroup is isomorphic to some 
Rees matrix semigroup Jbl’(G; Z,/l;P) over a group G; conversely, every such 
semigroup is completely O-simple. Further, the non-zero elements (i, g, u), (j, h, v) of 
Jbl’(G; Z,/1; P) are .%-related (g-related) if and only if i= j (,u= v). It is then easy 
to see that if ab, ac are non-zero elements of a completely O-simple semigroup, then 
ab%?ac. A dual result holds for the relation 9. We shall make continual use of this 
observation. 
A Rees matrix semigroup over a trivial group is a rectangular O-band. In such 
cases we write ._&‘(Z,,!l;P) for &X”((l};Z,/l;P) and express the elements of 
Jtl”(Z,/l;P) as members of Zxtl. 
For any Rees matrix semigroup &‘(G; Z,/1; P), s(P) denotes the /1 xl matrix 
obtained by replacing each non-zero entry of P with the identity of G. The conditions 
3 = annL and 9 = anna may then be expressed for ,/ll’(G; Z, /1; P) in terms of s(P). 
Proposition 2.4. (Bulman-Fleming and McDowell [l]). The Rees matrix semigroup 
&‘(G; Z, A; P) is absolutely flat if and only tf no two rows (columns) of s(P) are 
identical. Cl 
For the next four results we suppose that S is a left order in a completely O-simple 
semigroup Q. 
Lemma 2.5 (Fountain and Petrich [5]). Zf q E Q*, then there are elements a, b in S 
with a9?b in Q such that q=a-‘6. q 
Corollary 2.6 (Fountain and Petrich [5]). The semigroup S intersects every X-class 
of Q. Further, if q E Q* and q = a-lb where a&? b in Q, then q%b in Q. 
Proof. Firstly, we note that 0 ES. For 0 = a-lb where a, b E S and it follows that 
0= ab E S. The rest of the proof is the same as that of [5, Corollary 2.51. 0 
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Lemma 2.7 (Fountain and Petrich [5]). For any elements a, b of S, 
aLbin S es a&??bin Q. 
Proof. If aAb in S and a # 6, then ca = db # 0 for some elements c, d of S. Thus a9?b 
in Q. Conversely, if a9b in Q, then a = b or a, b are non-zero and a = CC’db for 
some c, d in S with c.%?d in Q. This gives ca = db 20 and aAb in S. 0 
Lemma 2.8. For any elements a, b of S, 
aannLbinQ e aannLbinS, 
aann,b in Q e aannab in S. 
Proof. Let a, b E S. If a annr b in Q, then clearly a annr b in S. Conversely, sup- 
pose that a annL b in S and qa = 0 for some q E Q*. By Corollary 2.6, there is an 
element c in S such that q&c in Q. Since q anna c in Q and a E arm,(q) in Q, we 
have ca = 0. Thus c E arm,(a) in S so that cb = 0, b E arm,(c) in Q, hence qb = 0. 
A dual argument applies to the relation arm,. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Let S be a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
group Q. Then for any elements a, b of S, 
a.%?bin Q e a%*binS, 
a9b in Q e, a&??*binS, 
a&b in Q H aX*b in S. 
Proof. Let a, b E S and suppose that a%?*6 in S. Since .%!* c annr we have a arm,_ b 
in S and so a annL b in Q, by Lemma 2.8. Then, as Q is absolutely flat, a&b in Q. 
A similar argument gives that if a, b E S and a9*b in S, then a9b in Q. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let S be a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
group. Then in S, A = 9* = anna. 0 
Corollary 2.11. Let S be a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
group Q. Let a-lb, c-‘d be elements of Q*, where a, b, c, d E S. Then 
6) a-‘b&c-‘d in Q H a9Pc in S, 
(ii) a-‘bgc-‘d in Q e b_P*d in S, 
(iii) a-‘b%‘-‘d in Q H a%?*c in S and b9*d in S. 0 
We finish this section by showing that the class of left orders in absolutely flat 
completely O-simple semigroups properly contains the class of semigroups that are 
either orders in absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups or left orders in 
Brandt semigroups. Thus our results concerning left orders in absolutely flat 
completely O-simple semigroups are not consequences of any previous work on com- 
pletely O-simple semigroups of quotients. 
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Let T be a right but not left reversible cancellative semigroup and G its group of 
left quotients. Let Q be the Rees matrix semigroup &Z’(G; 2,2; P) where 
1 1 
P= ( > 0 1 
and put S = &‘(T, 2,2; P). It is easy to see that S is a left order in Q and by Propo- 
sition 2.4, Q is absolutely flat. We also note that Q is not a Brandt semigroup. It 
follows from Corollary 3.5 that S cannot be a left order in any Brandt semigroup. 
If S were an order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup, then by 
the dual of Corollary 2.10, @ = 9?* on S. Now since T is not left reversible there are 
(distinct) elements a, b of T with aT n bT=O. We have (2, a, 2)B(2, b, 2) in Q so 
that (2,a, 2)9?*(2, b,2) in S, hence there are elements (i,c,j), (m,d,n) of S with 
(2, a, 2)(i, c, j) = (2,b, 2)(m, d, n) # 0. It follows that ac = bd in T, a contradiction. 
3. Uniqueness 
In Theorem 3.3 we prove the uniqueness of semigroups of left quotients which 
satisfy certain extra conditions. An immediate consequence of this theorem and the 
results of the previous section is that absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups 
of left quotients are unique up to isomorphism. 
We make the notational convention that if X is a relation on a semigroup T, then 
we may write Y+ to emphasize the semigroup concerned. 
Let S be a left order in a semigroup Q. We say that S is a stratified left order in 
Q, or Q is a stratified semigroup of left quotients of S if 
(i) 9zQn(sxs)=s;, 9?,n(SxS)=~;, 
and 
(ii) any qE Q may be written as q=a-‘b where a, bES and azRQb. 
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a stratified left order in a semigroup Q. Then S intersects 
every X-class of Q. Moreover, if q E Q and q = a-lb where a, b E S and a.!?ZQ b,
then bXQq. 
Proof. Let q E Q. Then q = a-l b for some a, b E S with aBQ 6. Thus aa-‘b = b and 
Q’b = Q’aa-‘b c Q’a-‘b c Q’b 
so that bgQq. 
Now 99 is a left congruence so that a-la.%Qa-lb. But a is in a group &class of 
Q so that aCBQa-‘aBQa -lb. Hence b3’e,q. 0 
It now follows directly that if S is a stratified left order in a semigroup Q, then 
Q must be regular. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let S be a stratified left order in a semigroup Q. Then for any elements 
a, b of S, Qa c Qb (aQ c bQ) if and only if there is an element k in S’ with a9;kb 
(a.%$bk). 
Proof. Let a, b E S and suppose that Qa c Qb. Then a = h-‘kb for some h, k in S 
with hB:k. Let x,y~S’ be such that ax=ay, so h-‘kbx=h-‘kby. 
By Lemma 3.1, h~‘kX?~k which gives kbx = kby. Conversely, if x, y E S’ and 
kbx= kby, then clearly ax= ay. Thus a.&?;kb. 
If a, b E S, k E S and ag$kb, then agQkb so that Qa = Qkb c Qb as required. 
A similar argument holds for the bracketed statement. 0 
We use these two lemmas in the proof of the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3. Let S, Sr be stratified left orders in semigroups P, Q respectively, 
where T : S -+ Q is an embedding. Then P and Q are isomorphic under an isomor- 
phism that extends T, 
Proof. We begin by observing that for elements a, b of S the following statements 
are equivalent: 
aa@, aZ:b, ar@& br, aT.?ZQ bT 
and dually 
a%& a623,*b, ar9;*r br, asgQ br. 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that for any elements a, b of S, 
Pa c Pb if and only if Qas c Qbr, 
aP c bP if and only if arQ c btQ. 
We also remark that for an element a of S, a-’ exists in P if and only if a is 
square-cancellable in S; since it is clear that aZ’$a2 if and only if a-rues*,(ar)2, we 
see that a-’ exists in P if and only if (ar)-’ exists in Q. Thus it makes sense to 
define a map @J :P-t Q by 
(a-lb)@ = (ar)-‘br 
where a.%?:b. 
Let a, b, c, d E S where a, c are square-cancellable, a.%?:b and c&$d. Suppose that 
a -‘b = c-‘d in P. Since aBpb we have b = au-lb = ac-‘d. By assumption we may 
choose elements x,y of S with ac-’ =x-‘y and x5$$y. Clearly then 
xac = yc2 and xb = yd. 
Thus 
xrarc7 = yap (1) 
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and 
xrbr = yrds. 
From Lemma 3.1 we have 
aBpbspa-‘b = c-‘dtipd%?pc 
so that a2&c. Hence 
a.%?paa-‘%?pac~l = x-‘yXpyBpx, 
(2) 
giving bBpx and so b7BQx7. Then (2) gives br=(xr)-‘yrdr. From (1) we have 
ar(cr)-’ = (x7)-‘yrcs(cr)-’ and so 
br = (x7)-‘y7dr = (x7)-‘yrcr(cr)-‘d7 = ar(ct)-‘(d7) 
which gives (ar)-‘bt= (CT)-‘(dr). Thus C$ is a well-defined function. 
We now set out to show that @ is a homomorphism. Let a-lb, c-‘d be elements 
of P where a%$b, cB:d. Then a-‘bc-’ E P so that a-‘bc-’ = h-‘k for some 
h, k E S with hB:k. This gives ha-‘bc = kc2. Again we can choose elements m, n of 
S with mS?‘*n such that ha-’ = m-‘n. Thus 
Hence 
and 
mha = na2 and nbc = mkc2. 
mrhzar = n7(a7)2 
n7brct = mrk7(c7)2. 
From ha-’ =m-‘n it follows that 
m9i?pn.%?pm-‘n = ha-‘Zpha 
so that in Q, h7a7BQm7. Equation (3) now gives 
hra7 = (mr)-‘n7(a7)2. 
But also 
Pn = Pm-‘n = Pha-’ c Pa 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
SO that Qns c Qar and nra7(a7)-’ = nr. Hence from (5), 
hr(at)-’ = (m7)p’n7. (6) 
In P, kc2 = rn-‘nbc so that kc2PC mP, hence kr(c7)2Q c m7Q. Thus from (4), 
(m7)p1n7b7c7= k7(c7)2 which together with (6) gives 
hs(as)-‘brcs = k7(cs)*. (7) 
From ap’bc-’ =h-‘k we have 
hP= hplkP=ap’bcF’PcaP, 
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giving hsQ c arQ. But also bc-’ =ah-‘k so that 
bc&bcc’ = ah-‘k%$ah, 
thus bscr.%llQarhr. Hence 
hr = (as)~‘athr%eQ(as)-’ brcs 
and so from (7) 
(ar)-‘btcr = (hr)-’ kr(cr)2. (8) 
Further, Pk = Ph-‘k = Pa-‘bc-’ c PC, hence krcs(cr)-’ = ks. Thus 
(ar)-‘br(cs)-’ = (hr)-‘kt. (9) 
Also, k=kcc-‘zRpkd. We now have a-‘bc-‘d=h-‘kd where hBpkd. Thus by 
the definition of @, 
(a-‘bc-‘d)@ = (hr)-‘ktdr = (ar)-‘bz(cs)-‘dr 
= (a-‘b)@(c-Id)@. 
Hence @ is a homomorphism. 
If one defines a map 6 : Q + P by 
((as)-‘bs)$ = a-lb 
where arBQ br, then by the same argument as above, $ is a well-defined homo- 
morphism and clearly 6 is the inverse of @. Thus @ is an isomorphism. 
It remains to prove that @ 1 s = T. Let s E S. Then s = h-‘k for some h, k in S with 
h.?&k. Hence hs=k so that s=h-‘hs. Further, s&&k,%~h so that hsB~h2.%$h%$s. 
Thus 
s@ = (h-‘hs)@ = (hr)-‘(hs)s = (ht)-‘hrss. 
But hssQsT, giving s@=sr as required. E! 
Let S be a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup Q. As 
pointed out in Corollary 2.6, S has a 0 and certainly 0 = OP’0. Then from Lemma 
2.5 and Corollary 2.9 we have that S is a stratified left order in Q. 
Corollary 3.4. Let S be a left order in absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
groups Q, and Qz. Then Q’ and Q2 are isomorphic under an isomorphism whose 
restriction to S is the identity map. 0 
4. The construction 
This section is entirely given to the proof of the following theorem: 
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Theorem 4.1. A semigroup S has an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup 
of left quotients if and only if S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) and the dual 
(D)’ of (D). 
(A) 0 is a prime ideal of S. 
(B) In S, B* = annL. 
(c) In s, ,i = annR. 
(D) For any a,b,cES where a&?*b,ac=bc#O implies a=b. 
Proof. To show the necessity of the conditions, let Q be an absolutely flat com- 
pletely O-simple semigroup of left quotients of S. Let a, b E S*. Since 0 is a prime 
ideal of Q there is an element q in Q such that aqb#O. By Corollary 2.6 there is 
an element c of S such that ctiq in Q. It follows that acb #O and so aSbf0. 
It is immediate from Lemma 2.8 and Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9 that S satisfies condi- 
tions (B) and (C). 
We may assume that Q is a Rees matrix semigroup A’(G; Z, /1; P). Then by 
expressing the elements of S as elements of &‘(G; 1,/l; P) it is easy to see that (D) 
and (D)’ hold for S. 
To establish the opposite implication we begin by deducing some further facts 
about the semigroup S, given that S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) and (D)‘. 
With this added information we then construct an absolutely flat completely 
O-simple semigroup Q and show that S is a left order in (2. 
Lemma 4.2. Any semigroup S satisfying (A) and (C) is categorical at 0. 
Proof. Let a, b, c E S where ab, bc are non-zero. Now 0 is a prime ideal of S and so 
(da)b = d(ab) #O for some d E S, whence blab. If abc= 0, then CE ann,(ab), but 
ab annR b so it would follow that bc = 0, a contradiction. Hence abc E S* and S is 
categorical at 0. q 
For the remainder of this section, let S be a fixed semigroup satisfying conditions 
(A), (B), (C), (D) and (D)‘. 
Lemma 4.3. If a, b E S and ab # 0, then abB*a. 
Proof. For any CE S, cab =0 if and only if ca = 0, by Lemma 4.2. Thus ab annLa 
so that by (B), abB*a in S. 0 
Lemma 4.4. h s, A = g?* = annR. 
Proof. Let a, b E S and suppose that aLb. Since 0 is a prime ideal of S, either 
a=b=Oanda~*b,orthereareelementss,tofSwithsa=tb#O.No~letx,yES~ 
be such that ax = ay. If ax = ay = 0, then bx = by = 0 by (C). Otherwise, ax = ay # 0 
and by categoricity at 0, tbx= tby#O. From Lemma 4.3 bx.%?*bB*by so (D)’ gives 
that bx= by. It follows that ag*b. 
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We have A C g* G anna but by (C), A = anna and so A = 9* = anna in S. tl 
Lemma 4.5. The relation YP is a congruence on S. 
Proof. Let a, b, c E S and suppose that a&?* b. Since 0 is an X*-class, either a = b = 0 
and so ca;Ye*cb, or a, b ES*. Assume that a, b E S*. Since aX’*b, a annr b so ca = 0 
if and only if cb = 0. If ca, cb E S*, then Lemma 4.3 gives caB*c%*cb and the dual 
of Lemma 4.3 gives caLZ?*aLP*b9?*cb. Thus cati*cb. 
A dual argument gives that X* is right compatible and so X* is a congruence on 
s. q 
Lemma 4.6. If a E S is square-cancellable, then the &?-class of a, H,*, is a right 
reversible, cancellative subsemigroup of S. Further, for any b E H,h, b is square- 
cancellable. 
Proof. If a = 0 the result is obvious. 
Let aE S* where a is square-cancellable and let 6, CE H,*. Then bti*aX*c so 
that bc&?‘*a2ti*a and H,* is a semigroup. It follows from (D) and (D)’ that H,* is 
cancellative. 
Again choose b,cEH,h. Then ab&E’*ac, hence abAac and so there are elements 
h, k in S with hab = kac #O. Now 0 is a prime ideal of S so there is an element d of 
S with adh#O. By Lemma 4.2, adhab=adkac#O. But adhaB*aWadka and 
adhag*aa*adka, giving that adha,adkaEH,* and H,* is right reversible. 0 
Lemma 4.1. If a E S*, then a is square-cancellable if and only if a2 # 0. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.3 and its dual. 0 
We now proceed with the construction of a left quotient semigroup of S. Our 
proof is largely similar to that of [5, Theorem 4.11, where Fountain and Petrich con- 
struct a completely O-simple semigroup Q of two-sided quotients. In their case, Q 
is not necessarily absolutely flat and so annihilator conditions do not appear in the 
statement of their result. However, as they are dealing with two-sided quotients, the 
relations J. and e play dual roles, for one has 
~Q"(TXT)=&, LZofl(TxT) =Ar, 
where T is an order in Q. 
In the case of a left order S in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup 
Q we have 
%Qn(sxs) = f%$, i?Qn(sxs)=&=~;. 
It turns out that given conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) and (D)’ on a semigroup S, the 
sufficiency proof in [5, Theorem 4.11 can to a certain extent be mimicked by re- 
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placing each occurrence of e by 92 *. This is essentially due to the fact that in [5] 
one has transitive relations A, e satisfying given cancellation properties: here we have 
transitive relations 2’*, .%?* satisfying the corresponding properties. 
Let 
_Z = ((a, 6) ES* x S*; a%*b and a is square-cancellable}. 
Note that if (a, b) EC, then a2 #O and as a annr b, ab # 0, hence also a2b #O. 
Define a relation - on _Z by 
(a, b) - (c, d) * a.%?*~ and there exist s, t E S 
with sac= tc2#0 and sb = tdf0. 
As in [5] one can show that - is an equivalence relation on 2. Also one may 
assume in the definition of - that s.X?a and tX*c. 
We denote the --equivalence class of an element (a, b) of _Z by [a, b] and put 
Q =_Z/- U {0}, where _Z/- is the set of --equivalence classes of Z. We set out to 
define a product on Q under which Q is a semigroup. 
Let (a, b), (c, d) E Z: and suppose that bc # 0. Then abc # 0 so that abcAc3. Hence 
there are elements s, t in S such that sabc = tc3 # 0. By (A) there is an element u of 
S with aus + 0, giving ausabc = autc3 f 0. Putting x = ausa, y = autc we have 
(P)x&?*a, xbc = yc2 # 0. 
Then as in [5] one shows that (xa, yd) E 2’. 
We may now define a product on Q by 
[a,blkdl = 
[xa, yd] if bc#O, 
o 
if bc=O, 
where x, y satisfy (P), 
O[a, b] = [a, 610 = 00 = 0. 
The analogous argument to that of [5] gives that the product on Q is well defined 
and is associative, hence Q is a semigroup under this product. 
Given any aE S* we can find an element x of S with axa#O, since 0 is a prime 
ideal of S. Then the function @ : S -+ Q, given by 
O@ = 0 and a@ = [ax, axa] 
where XE S’ and axa#O, is an embedding of S into Q. Thus we may identify the 
element a of S with its image a@ in Q. Corresponding to [5, Lemma 4.14 and 4.171 
we have the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4.8. If [a, b] E Q* and xX*a, then (xa,xb) E.Z and [xa,xb] = [a, b]. 0 
Lemma 4.9. Let a E S* be square-cancellable. Then a = [a, a21 is in a subgroup of 
Q, its inverse in this subgroup being [a2, a]. 0 
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If [a, b] E Q*, then by definition, a E S* is square-cancellable and a%?*b. Since a 
is in a subgroup of Q, 0-l exists and using Lemma 4.8 one can show that [a, b] = 
a-lb. 
We have thus shown that Q is a semigroup of left quotients of S. It remains to 
prove that Q is completely O-simple and absolutely flat. 
Lemma 4.10. Let a,xe S* where a is square-cancellable. If a.%*x, then a-lax =x 
and if ag!*x, then xaa-’ =x. 
Proof. Suppose that aS?*x. Since a2#0 and a annr x, ax#O. By (A) there is an 
element r in S with xra # 0 and hence xrax # 0 by categoricity at 0. Thus x = [xra, xrax] 
and 
a-lax = [a,a][xra,xrax] = [ma,nxrax] 
where mti*a, n_Z’*xra and 
maxra = n(xra)2 # 0. (10) 
Now ma$e*nxra so (D) gives ma=nxrafO. Thus a-‘ax=[nxra,nxrax]. But 
from (10) nS*m so that nPZ*aB*xB*xra. Hence nZ’*xra and Lemma 4.8 gives 
a- ’ ax = [xra, xrax] = x. 
Now suppose that ag*x. Then xa#O and choosing SE S with asx#O we have 
xasxf 0. Now 
xaa-’ = [xux, xasx] [a, a] = [ wxas, za] 
where w.Pxas, z9*a and 
wxasxa = za2 # 0. 
Since xg*a, wxasx9*za so that (D) gives wxasx=za#O. Hence by Lemma 4.8, 
xaa-’ = [wxas, wxasx] = [xas, xasx] = x. 0 
As in [5] one can proceed to prove that Q is a regular semigroup and E(Q), the 
set of idempotents of Q, is given by 
E(Q) = {a-la: a ES, a is square-cancellable}. 
Further, the non-zero idempotents of Q are primitive. 
Lemma 4.11. 0 is a prime ideal of Q. 
Proof. Let p,q~ Q*. Then p= [a, b], q= [c,d] for some a, 6, c,d in S with aB*b, 
c%?*d and a, c square-cancellable. By (A) there is an element x of S with bxc#O and 
then an element y of S with xyx#O. Using Lemma 4.2 it is easy to see that 
]a, bl [v,vxl k, dl fo. 0 
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From [6, Chapter III] we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.12. The semigroup Q is completely O-simple. 0 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have only to show that Q is absolutely 
flat. Since Q is completely O-simple it suffices to show that .92= annL and .ZZ?= annR 
on Q. 
Lemma 4.13. In Q, annL = 52 and annR = 9. 
Proof. As Si?c annL and gG anna it is only necessary to prove the opposite 
inclusions. 
Firstly, since 0 is a prime ideal of Q we have that 0 is an arm,-class and an 
anna-class. 
Suppose now that p, q E Q* and p annr q, that is, for any r E Q, 
rp = 0 * rq=O. 
There are elements a, b, c, d in S with a, c square-cancellable, aSS?*b and cfZ*d such 
thatp=[a,b], q=[c,d]. Sincea~a~‘andc~c~‘in Q, we haveann,(a)=ann,(a~‘) 
and arm,(c) = ann,(c-‘). Now Q is categorical at 0 so that ann,(a-‘) = ann,(a-‘b) 
and annl(c-‘) = ann,(c-‘d). Since a-lb annLc-’ d, we get arm,(a) = ant-r,(c). Thus 
a annLc in Q and so a annL c in S. Now by (B), aZ*c in S. 
Since cB*d and c2 ~0, we have cdf0. By (A) we may choose an element h of 
S with dhc#O. Hence (hcd)2#0 so that hcd is square-cancellable. Now hcdB*hc 
so that (hcd, hc) ~2. Put d= [hcd, hc] and X= CC’d&. Then 
X = [c, d] [hcd, hc] [c, c2] # 0 
and so 
X = [xc, yhc] [c, c2] 
where XY?*C, y&Z?*hc and 
xdhcd = y(hcd)’ # 0. 
Now x9*cL?*yhc so that by (D), x=yhc#O. Thus 
x = [xc, x] [c, 21 = [UXC, 021 
where UY?*XC, v&?*c and 
uxc = UC2 # 0. 
Since xti*c, c;Ye*xc~~?*u~*ux so by Lemma 4.8 
x = [UXC, uxc] = [c, c] . 
We have c&?*a so that C’ca=a by Lemma 4.10. Thus c-1caa-2=aa-2, giving 
c-lea-l = a-‘_ 
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Now 
XC’6 = [c, c]C’b = c-‘ca-‘b = a-lb 
so that a-‘b = c-‘ddcaP’ b and thus a-‘bQ c cF’dQ. Similarly, cP’dQ c a-‘bQ and 
so a-‘b%c-‘d in Q. Hence annL c ~2 in Q, as required. 
We now suppose that p, q E Q* and p annR q. We write p = [a, b], q = [c, d] as 
before. Then for any s E S, 
bs=O H a-‘bs=O 9 c-‘ds=O e ds=O, 
giving that b annR d in S so that b2?*d in S. As in the first part of the proof, cd#O 
and we may choose h ES with dhc#O and put a= [hcd, hc]. Let Y= &cc-‘d. By 
Lemma 4.10, Y = dd. Then 
Y = [hcd, hc] d = [hcd, hc] [dhc, dhcd] = [xhcd, ydhcd] 
where x.X*hcd, yP*dhc and 
xhcdhc = ydhcdhc # 0. 
Now xLZ*hcd9*dLP*yd so by (D), x=yd+O. Then by Lemma 4.8, 
Y = [xhcd, xhcd] = [hcd, hcd] . 
Since bg*dLZ?*hcd we have b(hcd)(hcd)-’ = b. Thus 
a-‘6 = X1 b(hcd)(hcd)-’ = a-‘bY = a-‘bdcc-‘d. 
Hence Qa-‘b c QcC’d; similarly, Qc-‘d c Qa-‘b. Thus a-‘bgc-‘d and 9 = annR 
in Q. 0 
Corollary 4.14. The semigroup Q is absolutely flat. 0 
5. Alternative conditions 
The conditions of Theorem 4.1 provide a workable set of properties of a semigroup 
that enable one to construct the required absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
group of left quotients. However, these conditions are not particularly illuminating 
as regards the structure of the left orders. Neither do they bear much resemblance 
to Goldie’s theorem which states that a ring R has a simple Artinian (classical) ring 
of left quotients if and only if R is prime, satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on left annihilator ideals and has no infinite direct sum of left ideals. 
In this section we show that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are equivalent to a 
number of different sets of criteria that might be regarded as rather more appealing 
and perspicuous. We also draw some comparisons with Goldie’s theorem and 
previous results on semigroups of quotients. 
As stated in the introduction, orders in completely O-simple semigroups were 
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characterised by Fountain and Petrich in [5, Theorem 4.11. Their result may be 
stated as follows: 
Theorem 5.1. (Fountain and Gould [3]). A semigroup S is an order in a completely 
O-simple semigroup if and only if 0 is a prime ideal of S, i is a right congruence, e is 
a left congruence and S satisfies the cancellation conditions (G) and the dual (G)‘, 
(G) For any elements a, 6, c in S, if aAb and ac = bc # 0, then a = b. 0 
The significance of the relations @,A in this context lies in 
Lemma 5.2. (Fountain and Petrich [5]). Let S be an order in a completely O-simple 
semigroup Q, Then for any elements a, b of S, 
a5?b in Q if and only if aqb in S, 
agb in Q if and only if a,Ib in S. 0 
Let S be a semigroup satisfying conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) and (D)‘. By Theorem 
4.1, S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup Q. Further, 
2 = 2’* on S and the restrictions to S of the relations 9, &Z? on Q are 9?*, 9* respec- 
tively. It is then clear that A is a right congruence on S and conditions (G), (G)’ cor- 
respond to (D) and (D)‘. Moreover it is by imposing the conditions 92*=annL and 
2!?*=annR on S that we force Q to be absolutely flat. 
Suppose also that S satisfies the dual of condition (C), that is, e = annr on S. 
Then e is a left congruence and is the restriction to S of the relation 52 on Q. Now 
if q=aP1b~Q* where a,bES and a&b in Q, then a23?b in Q so that a2qb in S 
and there are elements s, t in S with a2s = bt#O. Since 0 is a prime ideal of S, 
tub # 0 for some u E S and so a’sub = btub # 0. Also, (tub)2 # 0 so (tub))’ exists in 
Q. Then as bgtub and a%asub in Q it follows that 
q = a-lb = (asub)(tub)-‘. 
Putting x= tub, y = asub we have that x-’ exists in Q and q=yx-‘, hence Q is a 
semigroup of right quotients of S. 
We state this observation as 
Theorem 5.3. Let S be a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
group Q and a right order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup R. 
Then Q, R are semigroups of quotients of S. 0 
We define conditions (E) and (F) for a semigroup S by 
(E) For any 9*-class L* of S, L*U (0) is a right 0-cancellative uniform left 
ideal, 
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(F) For any 6%!*-class R* of S, R*U (0) is a left 0-cancellative right ideal. 
Theorem 5.4. The semigroup S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely 
O-simple semigroup if and only ifs satisfies conditions (A), (B), the dual (B)’ of(B), 
(E) and (F). 
Proof. Assume that S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semi- 
group Q. Theorem 4.1 gives that S satisfies (A) and (B); moreover, Corollary 2.10 
gives that (B)’ holds. 
Without loss of generality we may express Q as a Rees matrix semigroup 
._M”(G;I,/l;P). For any a, b ES we have by Corollary 2.9, 
aB*b in S if and only if aBb in Q, 
ag*b in S if and only if a9b in Q. 
For any iEI, ,UEA we put 
Ri= {(i,g,v): gEG, VEA}, L, = {(.ig,pu):jEL geG}. 
Thus {R;: ieZ} ({L,: ,a EA}) are the non-zero Z-classes (g-classes) of Q. It 
follows that if we let 
RT= R;flS (iEZ), L; = L,ns (PEA), 
then {RT: iEZ} ({L,*: ,uEA}) are the non-zero %*-classes (g*-classes) of S and 
R: U (0) (L; U CO>) are mutually O-disjoint right (left) ideals of S. 
We recall from Corollary 2.10 that A= &?* on S. Let p E /1 and suppose that J, K 
are non-zero left ideals of S contained in Lz U (0). Let a E J*, b E K*. Thus a, b E 
L,* so that aAb and SanSbfO. But Sac J, SbcK so that JnKfO and LzU{O} 
is a uniform left ideal. 
Since S satisfies (D) and (D)‘, certainly Rf U (0) (L,* U (0)) is left (right) O-can- 
cellative for any ie Z (,a EA). Hence (E) and (F) hold for S. 
Conversely, suppose that S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (B)‘, (E) and (F). 
We first show that I = g* on S. Let a, 6, c E S and suppose that aAb. Since 0 is 
a prime ideal of S, a = b = 0 or Sa rl Sb #O. If a = b = 0, clearly a9?*b. If Sa n Sb # 0, 
then we also have ag*b, using (E). Thus A !Z g* on S. 
Conversely, if a_F*b, then a = b = 0 or a, b # 0 and a, b are elements of some uni- 
form left ideal L* U { 0} . As S satisfies (A), Sa, Sb are non-zero left ideals contained 
in L*U (0). But L*U (0) is uniform, so San Sb#O and aAb. Hence A =_P* on S. 
Thus S satisfies conditions (A), (B) and (C) of Theorem 4.1. 
To show that S satisfies (D), let a, b, CE S where ag*b and suppose that ac= 
bc # 0. By (A) we may choose an element d of S with cda # 0. Lemma 4.2 gives that 
S is categorical at 0, hence acda = bcda # 0. But a, b, cda are in the same right O-can- 
cellative left ideal thus a = b and (D) holds. The dual argument gives that (D)’ holds. 
Hence by Theorem 4.1, S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple 
semigroup. 0 
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Theorem 5.4 corresponds to [3, Theorem 41 which gives analogous conditions 
equivalent to those of Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.5. The following are equivalent for a semigroup S: 
(i) S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup; 
(ii) The relation &?* is a congruence on S and S/X* is an absolutely flat rectangu- 
lar O-band. For any square-cancellable element a of S*, the 3i?*-class of a is right 
reversible. Further, if a, b, c E S where c is square-cancellable and aB*b (ag*b), 
then ca = cb # 0 (ac = be f 0) implies that a = b. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). We remind the reader that s(P) is the /1 XI-matrix obtained by 
replacing every non-zero entry of P by the identity 1 of G. It is immediate from 
Proposition 2.4 that M=&‘(l,/l;s(P)) is an absolutely flat rectangular O-band. 
Define @ : Q -+ M by O@ = 0 and (i, g, flu)@ = (i, p) for any (i, g, p) E Q*. It is easy to 
see that @ is an onto homomorphism with kernel ,%!. Thus Q/X=A4. 
Corollary 2.6 says that S intersects every X-class of Q, thus $=@ Is : S+M is 
also an onto homomorphism. Moreover the kernel of $ is X* which gives that X’* 
is a congruence on S and S/Y&* = M. If a is a square-cancellable element of S, then 
by Lemma 4.6 the X*-class of a, H,*, is right reversible. Further, S satisfies condi- 
tions (D) and (D)’ and so it is clear that (ii) holds. 
(ii) * (i) Let S/X*=M and @ : S+ A4 be the natural homomorphism from S 
onto A4 with kernel &*. Since 0 is an X*-class of S and @ is onto, a@ = 0 = 00 if 
and only if a = 0. 
To show that S satisfies (A), let a, b E S*. Then a@, b@ EM” and since 0 is a prime 
ideal of M and @ is onto, a@c@b@ # 0 for some c E S. It follows that acb # 0, hence 
0 is a prime ideal of S. 
We state the next two results as subsidiary lemmas. 
Lemma 5.6. For any a, b in S, 
a@zRb@ in M if and only if a.%?*b in S, 
a@&?b@ in h4 if and only if ag?*b in S. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume that a, b E S*. 
Suppose that aB*b in S. Then since 9?* c annr we have a annL b in S. Let x= y@ 
be a non-zero element of M. Then it is easy to verify that a@ and b@ are related by 
annL in M and hence a@B b@ in M as M is absolutely flat. 
Conversely, suppose that a, b E S* and a@.Bb@ in M. Then there are elements c, d 
in S* with a@= b@c@, b@=a@d@, which gives aX*bc and bX’*ad. 
Let x, y E S’ and suppose that xa = ya. Then xad = yad and since bB*ad, xb = yb. 
Conversely, if xb = yb, then xbc = ybc so that xa = ya. Hence a.%*b in S as required. 
The dual argument gives the result for the relations 9 and 9*. Cl 
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Lemma 5.1. In S, a*= annL and .=9*= anna. 
Proof. Let a, b E S. Since 0 is a prime ideal of S, 0 is an arm,-class and an annL- 
class, thus we may assume that a, b E S*. Then the result follows from the proof of 
Lemma 5.6. 0 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 5.5, it is easy to see that S is categorical at 
0, using the fact that A4 is categorical at 0. Now let a, b E S and suppose that aAb. 
Then a = b = 0 and a2?*b or there are elements s, t in S with sa = tb # 0. It follows 
easily that aannR b and so by Lemma 5.7, ag*b. 
Conversely, suppose that a, beS* and a2?*b, so that in M we have a@LZb@. 
Writing M as M= ,,&C”(Z, A; P) we have a@ = (i, ,a), b@ = (j, ,D) for some i, j E I and 
p EA. By the regularity of P there are elements v, 7 in /1 with pv, =pr, = 1 and an 
element k EZ with pDx- = 1. Since 0 is onto there are elements c, d in S* with 
c@ = (k, v) and dq3 = (k, 7). Then 
(co)@ = @a@ = (k v)(i, P) = (k p) = (k 7)t.L 13) 
= d@b@ = (db)@. 
Further, 
(ca)2@ = ((ca)@)2 = (k, p)* = (k, p) = (ca)@. 
Hence caX*db in S and ca is square-cancellable. By assumption, the X*-class of 
* ca, Hca, is right reversible; moreover as X* is a congruence on S, Hc*, is a subsemi- 
group. Thus there are elements s, t in H,*, with sea= tdb#O. Hence aAb and we 
have shown that A =9?* on S. 
We now have that S satisfies conditions (A), (B) and (C). To show that S satisfies 
(D), let a, 6, c E S where a.$F*b and suppose that ac = bc# 0. Letting c@ = (i, p) we 
have that there exist j E f, v EA and dES with p~j = 1 =pvi and do = (j, v). Thus 
(cd)@ = (i, v) and (cd)2@ = (cd)@, giving that cd is square-cancellable in S. More- 
over cd#O and as S is categorical at 0, acd = bcd#O. It follows by assumption that 
a = b and so (D) holds. Dually (D)’ holds and so by Theorem 4.1, S is a left order 
in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup. q 
Theorem 5.5 may be compared with conditions (1) and (2) of [4, Theorem 6.21. 
As another alternative to Theorem 4.1 we have 
Theorem 5.8. A semigroup S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple 
semigroup if and only if S satisfies conditions (E) and (F) and S/v is an absolutely 
flat rectangular O-band, where VY is the largest congruence contained in Z’*. 
Proof. If S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup, then 
by Theorem 5.4, S satisfies (E) and (F). Lemma 4.5 gives that v=X* and so by 
Theorem 5.5, S/t,u is an absolutely flat rectangular O-band. 
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For the converse, we show that X* is a congruence on S and so t,~ = &?*. Then 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.5, let M= S/,X?* and @ : S+M be the natural homo- 
morphism with kernel X*. Then 0 is a prime ideal of S and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 
hold. Thus S satisfies conditions (A), (B), (B)‘, (E) and (F) and the result follows 
from Theorem 5.4. 
Let a, 6, c E S and suppose that u&!*b. If a = b = 0 or c = 0, clearly ac&Y*bc. Thus 
we may assume that a, b, CE S*. Now a annR b in S so that ac=O if and only if 
bc = 0. Further, at%?*b so that a, b are in the same %*-class R,* of S. If ac = bc = 0, 
clearly ac.X*bc. If ac, bc E S*, then since R,* U (0) is a right ideal UC, bc E R,* so that 
ac&*bc. We also have a&*bc since 9* is a right congruence on S. Hence acX*bc. 
A similar argument gives that ;Ye* is right compatible, thus .x’* is a congruence 
on S. 0 
We end this section by looking at some connections between left orders in 
absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroups and rings having a simple Artinian 
ring of left quotients. One can show that in the multiplicative semigroup of a simple 
Artinian ring Q, 3 = annr and 9 = anna. Further, if Q is a classical ring of left 
quotients of a subring R, then W* = annL and 9* = anna in R, regarding R as a 
semigroup. 
It is known that any simple Artinian ring has a minimum semigroup ideal which 
is a completely O-simple semigroup [lo]. This ideal is in fact absolutely flat. If we 
denote the minimum semigroup ideal of Q by I, then Z is a semigroup of left quo- 
tients of Zn R and thus Zfl R is a subsemigroup of R satisfying the conditions of 
Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. 
In the statement of Goldie’s theorem, the ring R being prime corresponds to 0 
being a prime ideal in a semigroup. The condition that R has no infinite direct sums 
of left ideals is equivalent to saying that R has an intersection large left ideal which 
is a direct sum of a finite number of uniform left ideals. However, in contrast to 
the semigroup case, the ring itself need not be a direct sum of uniform left ideals. 
Finally, it is pointed out in [3] that the uniform left ideals of R are right O-cancella- 
tive, whereas we cannot seem to avoid cancellation conditions when considering 
orders in completely O-simple semigroups. 
It is intended that further details on the above remarks will appear in a future 
paper. 
6. Brandt semigroups of left quotients 
In [l, Theorem 4.21, Bulman-Fleming and McDowell prove that every inverse 
semigroup is absolutely flat. Hence Brandt semigroups, being the inverse completely 
O-simple semigroups, are absolutely flat. 
We remind the reader that every Brandt semigroup is isomorphic to a semigroup 
of the form B(G, J) where B(G, J) = &‘(G; J, J; Z) with Z the Jx J identity matrix 
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over G U (0). Proposition 2.4 then yields directly that every Brandt semigroup is 
absolutely flat. 
In this section we specialise the results of Sections 4 and 5 to characterise left 
orders in Brandt semigroups. The first of these characterisations is essentially 
[4, Theorem 4. I]. 
Before stating the results we recall from [7] that in a semigroup S with zero, 
0 is a Brandt ideal if it is prime, S is categorical at 0 and 
a2 # 0, b2 f 0, abxab f 0 implies baxba # 0. 
When 0 is a Brandt ideal it follows from a remark on p. 87 of [7] that there is a 
unique O-restricted congruence 0 on S such that S/B is a Brandt semigroup with 
trivial .X-classes. The letter 0 will be reserved for this particular congruence. 
Theorem 6.1 (Fountain and Petrich [4]). A semigroup S is a left order in a Brandt 
semigroup if and only if S satisfies the following conditions: 
(A) 0 is a prime ideal of S, 
(H) S is 0-cancellative, 
(I) 9’*=A, 
(J) for any a, b E S*, a%!‘*6 if and only if caf0 and cb#O for some CES. 
Proof. Suppose that S is a left order in a Brandt semigroup Q =B(G, J). It is im- 
mediate from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that S satisfies (A) and (1). 
For any a, b ES we have 
a.%!b in Q e a.%*bin S, 
agb in Q % aLZ?*b ins. 
Let a = (i,x,j), b = (k, y, I), c = (m, z,, n) ES be such that ab = acf 0. Then pjk = 
pjm=l so thatj=k= m and (i, xy, I) = (i, xz, n). Thus y = z, I = n and so b = c. Hence 
S is left 0-cancellative, similarly, S is right 0-cancellative. 
To show that S satisfies (J), let a, b ES* and suppose that a,?Z*b. Since 0 is a prime 
ideal of S, there is an element c in S with ca#O. But a annr b so that cb#O. Con- 
versely, if c E S and ca # 0, cb # 0 then by expressing a, 6, c as elements of B(G, J) 
it is easy to see that a&b in Q. Hence a%*6 in S. 
Conversely, suppose that S satisfies (A), (H), (I) and (J). It is clear that 9*= 
anna, L?.Q* =annL on any semigroup which is O-cancellative. Hence S satisfies con- 
ditions (A), (B), (C), (D) and (D)’ so by Theorem 4.1, S has an absolutely flat 
completely O-simple semigroup of left quotients Q. 
To prove that Q is inverse, we first show that S satisfies the dual (J)’ of (J). 
If a, b E S* and a_!Z?*b, then since 0 is a prime ideal and a annR 6, we have ac#O 
and bc#O for some CE S. Conversely, suppose that a, b E S* and ac# 0, bc# 0 for 
some CES. In Q, acLZ?bc so that acg*bc in S. Thus aclbc in S by Corollary 2.10 
and so there are elements s, t in S with sac = tbc#O. By O-cancellation we have 
sa= tb#O; hence alb in S and so a&?*6 in S. 
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Now write Q as Q= ,/tk’(G;A A; P) and let e= (i,x, p), f= (j, y, v) be non-zero 
idempotents of Q. By Corollary 2.6, S intersects every %-class of Q and so there 
are elements a, b of S with a = (i, z, ,u), b = (j, w, v). 
Suppose that ef # 0. Thus Ppj # 0 and hence a2 +O, ab #O so that by (J), a$?*b 
in S. Thus aEb in Q and i = j. Now pvi =p”j # 0 SO that a2 + 0, ba # 0 and by (J)‘, 
a$Z?*b in S. Hence a9b in Q so that ,u= v. We now have etif in Q so e=f and 
ef=fe. 
If ef = 0, then clearly e and f are not &?-related in Q. Hence a and b are not 
PA!*-related in S. If fe#O, then ba#O and as b2#0 we would have a%?*b in S, a 
contradition. Thus ef =fe= 0 and the idempotents of Q commute. Hence Q is 
inverse, that is, Q is a Brandt semigroup. Cl 
The next result gives several alternative characterisations of left orders in Brandt 
semigroups, along the lines of Theorems 5.5 and 5.8. We remind the reader that 
conditions (E), (F) are defined by 
(E) for any 9*-class L* of S, L*U (0) is a right 0-cancellative uniform left ideal, 
(F) for any a*-class R* of S, R*U (0) is a left 0-cancellative right ideal. 
Theorem 6.2. The following conditions are equivalent for a semigroup S: 
(i)S is a left order in a Brandt semigroup; 
(ii)S is 0-cancellative, the relation 2” is a congruence on S, S/X* is a Brandt 
semigroup and the &?-class of any square-cancellable lement of S is right 
reversible; 
(iii)S is 0-cancellative, 0 is a Brandt ideal of S and each non-null &class is right 
reversible; 
(iv) S sutisfies conditions (E) and (F) and S/w is a Brandt semigroup where w is 
the largest congruence contained in X*. 
Proof. (ii) * (iii). Denote the Brandt semigroup S/X* by B and let @ : S-t B be the 
natural homomorphism from S onto B with kernel ;Ye*. Since 0 is an j(e*-class, 
s@ = 0 if and only if s = 0. Using the facts that @ is onto and 0 is a Brandt ideal of 
B, it is easy to see that 0 is a Brandt ideal of S. 
We prove below that B has trivial %-classes. It follows that the only elements in 
B which have non-zero square are the idempotents. Hence for a E S*, we have 
a2 #O if and only if a@ is idempotent. Since &?* = @ 0 @-‘, this is the case if and 
only if a% * 2 Thus the square-cancellable elements of S are those with non-zero a . 
square. Hence the uniqueness of 0 will give that (iii) holds. 
Let u, v E B* and suppose that uX?u. Since @ is onto, u = a@, u = b@ for some 
a, beS*. Further, there are elements c,d in S with a@ = b@c@, a@ =d@b@. Thus 
aX*bc and aX*db in S. Since bc# 0, categoricity at 0 and O-cancellation give that 
xbc = ybc if and only if xb = yb. Thus b2Z*bc and so b.?Z*a. Similarly, b9*a so that 
bX*a and u = v. 
(iii) * (ii). Denote the Brandt semigroup S/B by B and let @ be the natural homo- 
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morphism from S onto B with kernel 8. Since 0 is a &class, @ is onto and B is 
absolutely flat, it is easy to see that if a, b E S, then 
a annR b in S * a@ 2!?b@ in B, 
a arm, b in S * a@%!b@ in B. 
Now if a, b ES and asV*b, we have a anna b and a annr b in S so that a@rtb@ 
in B, hence a@ = btp and adb. Thus X* c 9. 
Conversely, if a, b E S and a0b, then for any c E S, we have ca&b and since 0 is 
O-restricted, it follows that a arm,_ b in S. But S is 0-cancellative so that annL = &* 
in S and hence 0 c .%?*. Similarly, 8 c 9*. Thus B =X’* on S. Further, if a ES* then 
it is easy to see that a2 # 0 if and only if aBa2. It follows that a @class is non-null 
if and only if it contains a non-zero square-cancellable element. Hence (ii) holds. 
(i) * (iv). From Theorem 5.8, S satisfies (E) and (F), X* is a congruence on S 
and S/X* is an absolutely flat rectangular O-band. Further, it is clear from the proof 
of Theorem 5.5 that if S is a left order in a Brandt semigroup Q, then Q/Z is also 
Brandt. Since S/&*=QQ/&, we have that (iv) holds. 
(iv) = (ii). Since S satisfies conditions (E) and (F), it follows as in Theorem 5.8 
that .%* is a congruence on S. Hence cc/ = GY* and S/X’* is a Brandt semigroup. Then 
as in the proof of (ii) implies (iii), we have that 0 is a prime ideal of S and S is cate- 
gorical at 0. 
Denote the Brandt semigroup S/s* by B and let 0 : S--f B be the natural homo- 
morphism from S onto B with kernel &?*. Let a, b E S* and suppose that (a@)X(b@) 
in B. Then there are elements c, c/, h, k in S with 
a@ = (W)(c@) = (d@)(W) and b@ = W)(W) = (k@)(a@) 
giving 
a.%?bc,X*db, b,%f*ah.Z?*ka. 
Using these relations, it is readily verified that a,;/e*b. In particular, this shows that 
B has trivial .X-classes. 
Now suppose that a, 6, c E S and ca = cb # 0. Then in B, (@)(a@) = (c@)(b@) # 0. As 
B is Brandt, it follows that (a@),Z(b@) in B and so a%?b in S. As 0 is a prime ideal 
of S, there is an element d of S with adc# 0. Categoricity at 0 gives adca = adcb # 0 
and then from (F), adc&?*a.%*b and a = 6. A dual argument gives that S is right 
0-cancellative. 
We have that &?* is a congruence on S and S/X* is an absolutely flat rectangular 
O-band, so by Theorem 5.8, S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple 
semigroup. Then from Theorem 5.5, if aeS is square-cancellable, the .X*-class of 
a is right reversible. 
(ii) * (i). We proved above that if S satisfies (ii), then S/X* has trivial X-classes, 
that is, S/X* is a rectangular O-band. Theorem 5.5 then gives that S is a left order 
in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup Q. 
As above we put B = S/X* and let I$ : S --t B be the natural homomorphism from 
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S onto B with kernel YE’*. Since B has trivial &Y-classes we may omit mention of the 
group G in the Rees matrix representation B(G, J) of B. 
Let e, f E Q* and suppose that a, b E S where a%e, bXf in Q. Then a2 # 0, b2 f: 0 
and so a@ = (i, i), b@ = (j,j) for some i,j E J. Now it is easily verified that ab = 0 if 
and only if ba = 0. It follows that ef = 0 if and only if fe = 0. Thus we may assume 
that ef #O. In this case, i=j so that a@ = b@ and a&!*6 in S. It follows that a%‘b 
in Q; consequently, e=f. Hence Q is an inverse semigroup and (i) holds. 0 
7. The abundant case 
We recall that a semigroup S is abundant if each 9*-class and each &*-class of 
S contains an idempotent. In this section we give several characterisations of those 
abundant semigroups which are left orders in absolutely flat completely O-simple 
semigroups. 
Clearly any subsemigroup of a completely O-simple semigroup is primitive. Since 
every regular semigroup is abundant, the class of primitive abundant semigroups 
extends the class of completely O-simple semigroups, that is, those primitive regular 
semigroups for which 0 is a prime ideal. In [2], Fountain generalises the Rees 
theorem by proving that every primitive abundant semigroup is isomorphic to a PA 
blocked Rees matrix semigroup; conversely, every such semigroup is primitive 
abundant. We rely on the results of [2], in particular, the construction of PA 
blocked Rees matrix semigroups, to prove Theorem 7.4. For the necessary details, 
the reader may consult [2]. 
Lemma 7.1 (Fountain [2]). Let S= &l”(MaP; I,A,P, P) be a PA blocked Rees 
matrix semigroup. Then the non-zero elements (m)i,, (n)j, are W- (Cl?*-) related if 
and only if i=j (,u=v). Cl 
Lemma 7.2. Let S be a primitive abundant semigroup with zero. Then S satisfies 
conditions (D) and (D)‘. 
Proof. It suffices to show that S satisfies (D)‘. Let a, b, c E S where a&*b and sup- 
pose that ca = cb # 0. We may assume that S is a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup 
.,M’(ZV&; Z, /1, r; P). There exist 
(i,A)EZ,X/lp, (&Z,P)EZyX&, (k,V)EZ,X& 
and mEMaP, n eMysr q EM,* such that 
a = (m)u, b = (n>j,, c = (qhv* 
From Lemma 7.1, i = j so that (Y = y. NOW ca = cb # 0 gives pvi # 0 and (qpvi m)kl = 
(qp,i n)kP, hence A = p and p = 6. Further, qpvi EM,, , m, n E M,p and qpvi m = qpvi n. 
Then [2, condition (C)] gives m = n and so a = b as required. 0 
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Lemma 7.3. Let S = d”(MaB; I, A, p, P) be a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup. 
Then 0 is a prime ideal of S if and only if MaB z 0 for alI a, p E Z. 
Proof. Assume that 0 is a prime ideal of S and let a, p E Z. Choose (i, A) E Z, x A,, 
(iPU)EZ/3x~gv m E T, and n E Tp. Then (m)iA, (n)j, are elements of S. Since 
(m)jAS(n),, is non-zero, there is an element (q)kv of S such that (m)u(q)kv(n)jV#O. 
But then mp,,qpVjn l Ma/l and McB is non-empty. 
Conversely, suppose that Mafi # 0 for all a: p E Z. Let a = (m)u, b = (n)jD be non- 
zero elements of S, where (i, A) E Z, x/l,, (j, p) E ZY x Ad. From [2, (U)] there is a 
member k of Zp and a member v of /1, such that pAk is a unit of Tp and Pvj is a unit 
of TY. In particular, pAk # 0 and P”j # 0. Now MpY # 0 and so there is an element 
c = (q)kv of S where q EMDY. It follows that acb # 0. 0 
Given a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup A”(MaD; Z, A, fi P) we define the 
support of P, s(P), by analogy with the support of a sandwich matrix of a Rees 
matrix semigroup. Let 1 be a symbol not occurring elsewhere. Then we define the 
/1 x Z-matrix s(P) = (pA,) over { 1,O) by 
- i 
1 ifpA;+O, 
p’i= 0 ifpAi=O. 
The significance of s(P) is that it tells us which of the entries of P are non-zero. 
Theorem 7.4. Thefollowing conditions are equivalentfor an abundant semigroup S: 
(i)S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple semigroup; 
(ii) the relation 319 is a congruence on S, S/ti* is an absolutely flat rectangular 
O-band and for any square-cancellable element a of S, the X*-class of a is right 
reversible; 
(iii)S satisfies conditions (A), (B) and (C); 
(iv) S is a O-g*- . srmple semigroup in which 9* and tX* commute, further, S satis- 
fies conditions (B) and (C); 
(v)S is isomorphic to a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup .AY’(M~,J; Z, I, c P) 
where MaD f 0 for all o, p E f, no two rows (columns) of s(P) are identical and for 
any et E Z and m, n E T, there exists a j3 E Z and q, r E Mpa with qm = rn. 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) and (iii) is immediate from Theorem 5.1. 
(ii) 2 (i). If S is primitive, then by Lemma 7.1, S satisfies (D) and (D)‘. Now 
Theorem 5.5 gives that S is a left order in an absolutely flat completely O-simple 
semigroup. 
To see that S actually is primitive, let @ : S + S/A?* = M be the natural homomor- 
phism with kernel X*. Let e, f be non-zero idempotents of S with ef = e =fe. In M, 
(e@)(f@) = e@ = (f@)(e@) #to and since M is primitive, e@ =f@. Hence e%*f in S so 
that by [2, Lemma 1.121, e=f and S is primitive. 
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(iii) 3 (i). Again we need only show that S is primitive for then Lemma 7.2 and 
Theorem 4.1 give that (i) holds. 
Since S satisfies (A) and (C), S is categorical at 0 by Lemma 4.2. Let e, f be non- 
zero idempotents of S such that ef = fe = e. Then using categoricity at 0, it is easy 
to see that ae = 0 if and only if af = 0 for any element a of S. So e annr f and (B) 
gives e&?*f. But then e=ef =f and S is primitive. 
(i) * (iv). This is clear from Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 4.1. 
(iv) a (v). Firstly, S is categorical at 0. For let a, b, c E S where ab, bc are non- 
zero. Since S is abundant, a%?*e for some idempotent e and so (ea)b = e(ab) = ab +O 
and bAab. Now if abc = 0, c E ann,(ab) = arm,(b) so that bc = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence abc#O and S is categorical at 0. 
It follows as in the proof of (iii) implies (i) that S is primitive. Then by 
[2, Theorem 3.81, S is isomorphic to a PA blocked Rees matrix semigroup 
J&V&p; I, /1, r; P). 
Since S is categorical at 0 and satisfies (D)’ it is easy to see that, as in Section 4, 
A = g* = anna in S. From [2, Proposition 4.11, $* = g* so that S is 0-g*-simple. 
To show that 0 is a prime ideal of S, let a, b ES* and let e, f be idempotents of 
S such that eLZ?*a, fB*b. The semigroup S is 0-$?Zj*-simple and as &* and g* com- 
mute, ~*=.%*o~*. Thus by [2, Lemma 4.21, eSf#O. It follows that aSb#O. Now 
from Lemma 7.3, A4,p f 0 for all a, /I E Z. 
Let i, jeZ where ZEZ,, Jo Zp and suppose that columns i and j of s(P) are identi- 
cal. Let meT,, n~A4~,, u EA, so that (m)c, (r~)~~ are elements of S. Then it is easy 
to see that (m)c ann,(n)j, so that (m);@%*(n)j, and i=j. Hence no two columns of 
s(P) are identical; a dual proof gives the result for rows. 
To show that the final condition of (v) holds, let a EZ and m, n ET,. Choose 
in Z,, p l /1, SO that (m)i,, (n),, E S. NOW (m)i,g*(n)i, SO that (m),A(n), and there 
exist (u),“, (v),~ E S with (u),,(m),fl = (U)jg(n)ip # 0. NOW j E Zp for some p E Z and it 
follows that up”;, vpei E MD, and (up,;)m = (IJ~,;)IZ. 
(v) * (iii). From Lemma 7.3, 0 is a prime ideal of S so that (A) holds. 
Suppose that (m)c, (n)j, are arm,-related elements of S. Let 8 E /1. Then 6’ E /1, 
for some CXEZ and if k~l,, qE T,, we have (q)keES. NOW (q)ko(m)i,=O if and 
only if (q)ks(n)j, = 0, hence Pei = 0 if and only if Pej = 0. Since B was arbitrary it 
follows that columns i and j of s(P) are identical. By assumption, i=j so that 
(m)c ~*(n)j” and a* = annr . Dually, 9 * = anna. 
It is easy to see from their representation as PA blocked Rees matrix semigroups 
that primitive abundant semigroups are categorical at zero. Hence if a, b E S* and 
aAb, it follows that a annR b. 
Now let a=(m);,, b=(n),, be anna-related elements of S* where (i flu) ~Z,x/l~, 
(j,p)~Z~x/1~ so that rnEMCfl, n~A4~~. From condition (U) there exist v E /1,, 
OE~, such that pvi,pej are units in T,, Ty respectively. Choose k~Zb, qEMpa, 
TE MpY so that (q)kv, (r)k~ E S. Further, (q)kJm);, = (qPvim)k, f O and (Y)ko(n)ju = 
(rpej n)kP #O and qpvi m, rpoj n E Tp. By assumption, there exists a 6 E Z and s, t in iV& 
with Sqp,i m = trpej n. NOW sq E I%&, , tr E Msy so taking I E Z,, (sq),,, (tr),O E S. Then 
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(W)hQ = (sq)/v(m)ip = (sWvim)/p 
= (W~jnh, = (Wdn)j, = W-hd f 0 
and aAb. Thus A = anna and this completes the proof of (v) * (iii). 0 
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